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About This Content

With the USA DLC, a complete American game mode is added to Train Fever. Equivalent to the original European game mode,
the player starts in 1850 and experiences more than 150 years of railroad history. More than 50 realistic American vehicles

including trains, buses, streetcars and trucks are included.

To make the American experience complete, landscape and towns are modified as well. Wild West stylized American towns
spread in a desert landscape and wait for a transport tycoon to be connected to the world. Also, environment elements like trees,

streets and the sky have been adapted.

All vehicles are realistic. Models and textures have been developed by using blueprints and photographs of the original vehicles.
As a result, the USA DLC depicts quite a piece of American railroad and transportation history.

The USA DLC has been developed in close collaboration with the modding community. We are excited that modders have
contributed more than 15 vehicles. It’s great to see such an active modding community. To further support these activities,

together with the release of the USA DLC modding support is significantly extended.

Features:

Complete USA game mode (equivalent to European game mode)
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More than 50 realistic and detailed American vehicles

Trains, buses, streetcars and trucks of more than 150 years of American history

American landscape, towns, streets and environment
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Publisher:
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I'm gonna be honest, to release a DLC on the day of the release.. This is questionably shallow. I'm pretty sure that most people
would agree this should be part of the full package release and not a seperate DLC. Unfortunately I bought it anyways.. snake in
VR! love it. Simple but entrancing, just be careful not to trip or tangle your chord as you play. Very fun and brilliant as a freebie
Bomberman game. Would like the controls to be tweaked to mirror Bomberman more as currently feels too inconsistent. Move
a whole square rather than having to run through the square you're currently on to the next and sometimes get stuck running at
an angle. Looking forward to further updates and see where this game goes.. If you love strategy games and space than I would
recommend this for you in my opinion the only bad thing is the hour long tutorial and the fact that you might need to run
through it twice to understand it.. This game for its pricing and age is absolutely amazing truthfully! There is a little lag in
between games which is expected on Windows 8.1 running a game that was from 2008. Once you get understanding on the
business to housing down and benefit the needs of all of your people, it works out great! I would suggest just reading over the
tutorial that is there and testing out things slowly, adding a house here, then a business there and watching your money as you do
so before diving head first into adding lots of houses and businesses.. It's cool they implemted more into the game such as these
monuments. But I was disapointed to see that they are practically useless, they do not\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665anything
to the economy or the empires at all. It's all aesthetics, these monuments should have special abilities or stats that add to taxes,
production, etc. If not for the empire in genreal at least for the provence alone it's situated. Thank you
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I bought this DLC to support the Devs since it is a free game after all, and the hair styles are pret... You know what, I'm not
gonna kid myself, I just wanted the Cat Ears for my Waifu.... Turned my pool balls into cool balls.. Tomato Jones is a great
example of the perfect male body. Can't recommend, it was so buggy I wasn't able to play it despite trying for 3h. If you must
go for it, watch the refund counter.. The game doesn't work when i have the afterbirth+ installed
. I don't know which game was earlier ikaruga or vampire REX. This game includes the polarity system as well. If enough
energy is collected you can charge a very biglaser destroying all bullets and enemies on screen, except for the bullets of you
colour atm. More bullets than in the earlier levels of ikaruga can be expected here. 5 stages and 4 different difficulties to play
with. I recommend it for pure shmupfans down to starters.

PS: this is not the original edition exceed 2nd vampire. However as it is a japanese shmup you should still buy it as it feels very
classic and has the parts a good shmup needs.. [EARLY ACCESS REVIEW - 8\/22\/2015]

Let's start with the tl;dr: this isn't a bad game, it's just not done yet. It's not worth the 15USD at this point in my opinion.

So why don't I recommend it?
It took me roughly 2 hours to finish the game. There's one area, randomly generated (good replayability) and it has 3 levels that
basically repeat themselves.
There are around 10-15 enemy types I would estimate, but they generally act in a similar way. There is one boss in the end of
the area and it took me 4 seconds to beat it with the best weapon in the game.
This game has a solid base to it and a lot of addicting elements, but still has some bugs and it definitely lacks polish.

To be a game worth the price of 15$ they need to add at least an area or two, make the levels at least a little different from each
other, and add copmlexity and strategy to the game. Other than that, it could be a solid little roguelike.
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